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The ecology of trust among hackers
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Malicious hackers profit from the division of labour among highly skilled associates. However, duplicity and betrayal form an intrinsic part of their daily operations. This article examines how a community of hackers uses an automated reputation system to enhance trust among its members. We analyse 449,478 feedbacks collected over 27 months that rate the trustworthiness of 29,985 individuals belonging to the largest computer hacking forum. Only a tiny fraction of the forum membership (2.4%) participates in the vast majority (75%) of ‘trust exchanges’, limiting its utility. We observe a reporting bias where the propensity to report positive outcomes is 2.81 times greater among beginner hackers than among forum administrators. Reputation systems do not protect against trust decay caused here by the rapid expansion of the community. Finally, a qualitative analysis of 25,000 randomly selected feedbacks indicates that a diverse set of behaviours, skills and attitudes trigger assessments of trustworthiness.
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Online offenders, like any other professional group, have learned to harness information and communication technologies to overcome physical constraints and exploit new economic opportunities. As a result, they are profiting from the automation of fraud and an increased ability to divide labour among highly skilled associates.1 Although antivirus and security companies, who have a vested interest in overstating the size of the problem, cite extravagant numbers, the most rigorous and conservative academic study conducted to date estimates that the revenues generated by ‘genuine’ and ‘transitional’ cybercrime amounted to 16.6 billion US dollars in the early 2010s.2 Global illicit networks operating in this new technological environment have a lower risk of exposure and arrest – due to the malleable nature of online identities and the fragmentation of law enforcement responses – but they must contend with the considerable challenge of establishing and maintaining trust among co-offenders in online communities that lack the traditional social control and signalling mechanisms found in more traditional criminal settings.3 This challenge is frequently underestimated in the literature, as researchers, for understandable methodological reasons, tend to focus on the collaborative features of technological platforms such as IRC channels4 or web discussion forums5 that help strangers with rare and complementary skills find each other.

However, several recent journalistic accounts of a thriving cybercrime underground have shown that duplicity and betrayal form an intrinsic part of such entrepreneurs’ daily operations – and, in the end, are their undoing. In the book Kingpin, former convicted hacker turned investigative journalist Kevin Poulsen tells the true story of Max Butler, an
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ambitious hacker who engineered the hostile takeover and consolidation of seven rival underground forums specialising in the resale of stolen credit card credentials, eventually depriving 10,000 online fraudsters of their existing accounts and forcing them to trade through his newly formed empire, Carders Market. Butler was arrested two years later after his identity was revealed by one of his co-offenders, during negotiations for a lighter sentence following his own arrest. In the same period, an FBI undercover agent managed to infiltrate a competing carding forum – DarkMarket – and ran it for two years, despite Butler’s very public accusations that he was a spy, collecting troves of evidence on every transaction before the forum was shut down and 60 of its most active members arrested. Meanwhile, in Russia, the operators of the two largest illegal online pharmacies – who had previously worked together – launched a destructive confrontation that culminated in the leak of their respective internal databases to journalists and researchers. The complex structure of their criminal networks was exposed, including their heavy reliance on computer hackers, who controlled millions of compromised machines, to promote their goods. More recently, Ross Ulbricht, the founder of Silk Road, the first cryptomarket to allow anonymous drug transactions and the publication of consumer ratings, unknowingly paid an undercover Drug Enforcement Administration officer to have one of his staff members killed. The staff member had not only been arrested and was possibly cooperating with investigators but $350,000 in bitcoins had evaporated from the Silk Road accounts under his control. These examples focus on elite online offenders, whose skills and criminal earnings probably dwarf the more modest achievements of their less talented or committed peers. However, no matter how successful and profit-driven they are, malicious hackers at all levels face the same trust problem.

How to strike the right balance between cooperation and security is a classic dilemma for individuals and groups who operate in hostile social environments. Ever since property crime shifted from a craft to a project form of organisation during the Industrial Revolution, offenders have faced this cooperation/protection puzzle. They must forge, identify and reinforce trusted and productive ties with notoriously unreliable co-offenders while lacking contractual enforcement tools and in a context where failures, mistakes or malfeasance can result in arrests. Gambetta identifies four co-operation motivating mechanisms that are available to offenders: coercion (fear of sanctions), interests (mutual economic benefits), values (belief in the inherent virtue of cooperation) and personal bonds (reciprocal obligations). However, some of these mechanisms become either less effective or operate very differently in online settings. Coercion, for example, which relies on the use of violence when legal recourses are unavailable, is a powerful tool in the physical world but becomes very difficult to wield credibly online, where distance and anonymity represent major barriers to swift physical retaliation. The values and personal bonds that sustain traditional trust networks shield their members from predators – in this case, law enforcement agencies. But the strong ties, boundaries and mutual obligations that help networks thrive offline are harder to sustain online, where breadth and an emphasis on large collections of weak ties are often favoured over depth. Finally, mutual economic benefits are powerful incentives that bring online offenders together, but the absence of credible enforcement mechanisms, combined with the global and potentially unlimited supply of aspiring co-offenders, creates an environment where dishonesty can be more profitable than cooperation, with limited cost for the offending party. Under such constraints, ‘trust’, which we define as a mechanism for social complexity reduction that relies on expectations about others’ future behaviour when making decisions,
becomes much harder to sustain and can be too fragile and contingent to foster a general and profitable climate of cooperation.

A growing number of recent contributions have extended the classical literature on trust among co-offenders to cybercrime settings. They enhanced our understanding of the role trust plays in online offending, where co-offenders have limited pre-existing social ties, by examining the various mechanisms implemented by underground forum administrators to increase self-regulation and prevent deceit among participants. Our research however is the first one to examine an entire online offender community and to measure at the aggregate level how reputation, which we use as a precursor of trust, is distributed among its members and fluctuates over time. In order to do so, we focus on the use by online offenders of a reputation system first implemented by e-commerce websites such as eBay to enhance trust and foster collaborative ties with their peers, and the challenges they face in the process. We are particularly interested in using the feedback data generated by this reputation system to infer the quantity and quality of trust found in the largest community of general and malicious hackers currently operating online. To clarify the various sources of trust in this particular community, we combine quantitative and qualitative methodologies. This innovative approach provides unique insights into the complex mix of transactional, behavioural and cultural factors that establish someone’s trustworthiness.

While online interactions are largely anonymous, they have the advantage of being more persistent and easier to collect than those that occur offline. We leveraged this feature to create a database of almost 450,000 events that rated the outcomes of interactions between users of the largest hacking forum on the internet over 27 months. In the first section, we discuss briefly the literature on various strategies used by cybercrime forum administrators to assess the trustworthiness of their members and then outline the theory of reputation systems, initially developed by large e-commerce websites such as eBay. In a second section we describe the data collected and the main features of the forum from which they were extracted, as well as some basic properties of the communities under study. In the third section we present the results of our quantitative and qualitative analyses. Finally, the fourth section examines the theoretical and practical implications of our research and provides our conclusions about the benefits and limits of the large datasets that are becoming ubiquitous in the era of Big Data social science.

**The online offender’s dilemma: trusting strangers who trade in deception**

In underground markets, ‘rippers’ are dishonest participants ‘who do not provide the goods or services for which they’ve been paid’, who provide worthless goods – available for free elsewhere for example, or who sell products equipped with ‘backdoors’ that allow thieves to steal their peers’ loot. Rippers abound in openly accessible underground markets, where they prey on the masses of gullible wannabe offenders lured by the promise of easy money – a promise often unintentionally amplified by security companies. Rippers are the scourge of illicit markets, generating a level of uncertainty that makes participants more reluctant to trade, thereby decreasing the volume of transactions as well as the attraction of a particular marketplace in a highly competitive environment. As a result, underground forums use four main reputation mechanisms to allow transactions to proceed in environments where trust is scarce. First, forum administrators can become reputation managers, often for a fee, and are then authorised to award a special verified status to a selected group of participants after reviewing the quality of their offerings and assessing their reliability. A public variation of verified
status is prowess demonstration, where a hacker’s trustworthiness is assessed by his ability to demonstrate essential technical abilities to the community. Second, administrators can offer escrow services to participants, acting as intermediaries and releasing money to sellers once buyers are satisfied with their purchase. Third, forum administrators can provide semi-formal conflict resolution mechanisms, whereby a complaint can be lodged by an unsatisfied customer, evidence (usually chat logs and private messages) presented by both sides is publicly assessed, and a settlement is made that binds all parties, who run the risk of being banned from the forum if they don’t comply – although they can obviously return under a new identity. Finally, administrators can delegate reputation management to users by implementing a self-regulatory mechanism that relies on community feedback, similar to systems found on eBay, Amazon, TripAdvisor or Yelp.

The problem of online trust is not unique to cyberoffenders and was addressed in the mid-1990s by e-commerce marketplaces that needed to guarantee the integrity of transactions taking place on a global scale between strangers who had very limited information on which to evaluate each other’s reliability. In order to provide such information, online marketplaces designed reputation systems that enable them to replicate traditional word-of-mouth mechanisms on a much larger scale. By letting participants provide public feedback about each transaction, they create a transparent aggregate record of fulfilled or unfulfilled promises on which future decisions can be based. To be successful, these reputation systems must provide information of sufficient quality to allow buyers and sellers to properly evaluate potential vendors or customers, encourage participants to fulfil their obligations and discourage untrustworthy vendors or customers. Online commerce platforms have benefited significantly from these reputation and review systems, although they still have to deal with structural problems, such as low incentives to provide ratings, a strong bias toward positive ratings, difficulty in filtering out unfair or fake ratings, the ease with which untrustworthy online identities can be discarded and replaced by new, untainted profiles and variations in quality over time. One can assume that these problems are magnified when the system is used by a community of strangers who trade in deception.

Using a game-theoretic model, Mell argues that reputation systems should play an instrumental role in online criminal markets and allow them to reach equilibrium by solving the information asymmetry conundrum, a major source of abuse and inefficiency according to Herley and Florêncio. Lusthaus also identifies reputation systems as one of a broader set of strategies designed to foster collaboration and helping to overcome the challenges of anonymity and chronic distrust inherent to underground markets. However, Mell does not test his hypothesis with real world data, and Lusthaus relies on qualitative interviews that provide sufficient material to develop a typology of practices and technologies facilitating the emergence and maintenance of trust, but does not explain how entire communities leverage these tools and how effective each one of these tools is. Most studies conducted on the subject also focus on much smaller groups of hackers, rely on qualitative methodologies that make the measurement of trust impossible, do not examine the very different motivations that reflect the multiple dimensions of trust or focus on the individual rather than the collective distribution of online trust. Moreover, to our knowledge, no criminological research on the role trust plays in online offending has considered the temporal dimension. Hence, the present article makes an original contribution to the understanding of the ecology of trust sustaining communities of online offenders by measuring how positive and negative reputation ratings punctuate social interactions between community members. To quantify the levels and fluctuations of trust in underground forums, we look at four main questions:
how and to what extent do online offenders use systems implemented by underground forum administrators to limit the risks of dealing with unknown peers? How effective are these systems in this particular environment, whose contingencies and constraints differ greatly from those encountered in commerce-oriented platforms? What kinds of information seems most valued in determining the trustworthiness of community members? Finally, can these reputation systems foster enough trust between online offenders to make malicious hacker and online fraudster communities sustainable?41 We find that not all categories of online offenders are equally effective at leveraging reputation and trust: specialised botnet hackers appear to be much more capable of establishing and maintaining trusted relationships that result in positive outcomes than their generalist counterparts. As well, reporting in reputation systems seems to be heavily biased according to the position of the rater in the system: newcomers refrain from negative assessments while forum staff members and administrators post a majority of negative reviews. The problems created by this reporting bias are compounded by the instability of reputation systems: as the number of online offenders using the system increases, the quality of outcomes and the general levels of trust seem to plummet. Finally, we identify an aspect of the culture of malicious hacker communities that is intrinsically resistant to any form of social control and subverts reputation systems, disrupting the ecology of trust that some forum organisers are trying to establish.

Data and methodology

The data used in this research was extracted from a discussion forum dedicated to hacking, which at the time of writing was the largest online community for the asynchronous discussion of matters related to computer hacking. Launched in May 2007, as of May 2015 it catered to 2,723,344 registered users and had aggregated more than 46 million posts. Sub-forums address a broad range of issues at all levels, from beginner to very advanced, and explore the technical intricacies and vulnerabilities of various computer systems (from Microsoft Windows and Apple OS to Linux and smartphone platforms), languages (Visual Basic, C/C++, Python, Java, etc.) or communication tools (Skype, IRC, ICQ), as well as providing access to tutorials and hacking programs that can be freely exchanged between members. A large number of discussions on this forum are also non-technical and sections dedicated to cultural topics (such as music, films, TV shows, anime art), sports, current events or personal life issues such as health and education are very active. While the forum officially enforces strict rules to prevent ‘black hat’ hacking, commonly defined as illegal behaviours that result in breaches to the integrity of third-party computer systems, 42 it would be difficult for some sub-forum participants, such as the ones on the ‘botnets’ section from which most of our data originates, to engage in their preferred form of hacking while remaining within the confines of the law.

To understand why participants in botnets discussions can reliably be described as online offenders, a label that would be problematic for most other forum members, it is necessary to explain briefly what botnets are, what they do and how they provide the infrastructure for most of today’s sophisticated online crimes. A botnet can be described as a group of infected computers, or ‘bots’, which are under the influence of malicious code controlled by an individual known as a ‘botmaster’.43 Botmasters use interfaces known as Command and Control (C&C) centres to send instructions to their botnets and retrieve data captured by the machines under their control. Although the largest botnets, such as BredoLab, Mariposa, Conficker, TDL4 or Cutwail, have been able to co-opt and
exploit millions of machines, the Shadowserver Foundation, a computer security NGO, tracks between 1600 and 2600 functional botnets at any given time, most of them much smaller and involving only several hundred or several thousand infected machines. Unlike traditional viruses, botnets do not entail any observable performance reduction for infected machines. Because of their stealth, versatility and scalability, they provide the technological infrastructure for online crimes and are considered to be one of the main tools facilitating a wide range of online crimes. Once in operation, botnets can be used to launch Distributed Denial of Service attacks that overload and disable targeted websites, distribute spam emails on a massive scale, commit bank fraud and click fraud or offer illegal proxy services. Botnet marketplaces and forums can thus be seen as the nexuses of the online criminal ecosystem, in the sense that they bring together individuals who specialise in malware programming, deployment, obfuscation and exploitation. While this forum’s accessibility and large beginner membership mean it is not the most attractive meeting place for sophisticated offenders—who prefer by-invitation and vetted forums—it remains the largest community of its kind and a fertile hub for recruitment, training, collaboration and commerce for aspiring and established hackers.

This particular forum’s most frequently discussed topics involved Distributed Denial of Service attacks (19%), SQL injection (19%), shell code (16%), spam (14%), cross-site scripting (12%), brute-force attacks (11%) or HTML injection (9%), which represent different ways of compromising the integrity of a website or an internet server.

Like many similar online forums or marketplaces, this forum relies on a reputation system that attempts to rate the trustworthiness of members through a large-scale replication of word-of-mouth processes. Once members have demonstrated a basic understanding of the forum’s rules and values, they can rate other members, either positively or negatively. Ratings, weighted according to an individual’s position in the forum hierarchy, are either 1 (‘l33t’ members), 3 (more experienced ‘ub3r’ members), 5 (staff members who help run the forum) or 10 points (the exclusive group of three administrators). New users, known as ‘3pic’ members, are not permitted to participate in the reputation system. Individual feedbacks accumulate over time to form the global reputation score of a member. The highest ranked members can amass thousands of points, while the lowest ranked can sink to negative ratings—the lead botnet hacker in our sample had accumulated 2330 reputation points, while the most untrustworthy botnet hacker had −708 points. Abusive reputation practices, such as trading in reputation scores, colluding with other members to artificially lower or inflate a member’s reputation score and threatening or bribing others to obtain positive reputation scores are banned in principle. Administrators deal with infractions at their discretion and can apply a range of penalties, starting with removal of suspicious feedback and culminating with closing the offending account. An intermediate sanction is the ‘Rep Fuck’, where all of a member’s positive reputation is permanently erased.

The data considered here covers a period of 27 months, from October 2009 to December 2011. Although the data may seem dated, and one could legitimately wonder whether the findings discussed below are still relevant, it is important to remember that we are not trying to dissect the latest botnet technology or money making scheme, but to identify patterns in the social structure of online trust. The forum from which the data was obtained remains five years later the largest hacking community accessible on the Internet, operated by the same committed administrator using the same status structure. Hacking techniques have not changed that much at the moderate level of expertise encountered in this community, botnets remain a major source of online harms, and from the regular monitoring conducted over the past few years, the social dynamics described in the
following paragraphs retain their currency. Technically, the data was collected using a customised web extraction application commonly called a scraper, which automatically captured and parsed the data contained in the profile pages of forum members who received reputation scores during the reference period. Our software gathered information on 29,985 hackers who had been evaluated by 9,177 of their peers through 449,478 discrete rating events. Although these numbers might seem large, they represent only a fraction of the forum’s registered users – toward the end of our collection efforts, it listed roughly 250,000 members. This gap between the number of registered users and the much smaller core of active participants suggests that, like other online communities, the vast majority of forum participants are ‘lurkers’, who, although they regularly read forum contents, do not post or post only minimally. Two studies of popular underground forums have established that lurkers represent on an average between 41.1% and 52.3% of registered users. While lurking has sometimes been considered a free-riding behaviour detrimental to the quality of interactions in online communities, others have pointed out that this silent form of participation, possible because of the low costs of internet transactions, serves as a useful default behaviour in large online groups, keeping discussions from descending into a cacophony of low-value contributions.

Data collected for each individual who had an active reputation report included nickname, sum of reputation points accrued and a list of each rating received during the reference period with a unique identifier for the member who provided the feedback, the number of positive or negative points allocated, the short one-sentence comment explaining the reason behind the rating and the event’s timestamp (the date on which the feedback was provided). Hacker nicknames were replaced with a unique number ID to anonymise the data, which was then stored in an Excel file containing 449,478 lines (one for each feedback) and 4,045,302 cells. Most of the statistics presented in this article are descriptive, and once the data had been collected from thousands of this forum’s user profiles and consolidated in a single file containing every reputation point provided over a period of 27 months, it became possible to pull the information needed to measure the distribution of positive and negative feedbacks between members, to chart the evolution of this ratio over time and to compare it with monthly activity levels, and to examine how members with different status levels allocated their feedbacks to potential co-offenders. To avoid amalgamating white hat (benevolent) and black hat (malicious) hackers into a single incoherent group, the data collected on this forum was dichotomised based on activities discussed on the botnet sub-forum. Two classes of hackers were created: general hackers, whose offending status is uncertain and should not be assumed based simply on their membership in this particular forum, and botnet hackers, whose involvement in illegal activities is much easier to establish. Any individual who had contributed to discussions about botnets – and could not therefore pursue his interest without breaking a criminal law – was considered to be a botnet hacker. The remaining individuals were considered to be part of the general hacker population, whose intentions and actions may have ranged from the most innocuous to resolutely malicious behaviours. Although we were most interested in the botnet category, comparisons with the general group help identify how trust and reputation patterns can be influenced by the specific resources and constraints associated with illicit action. Table 1 summarises the distribution of individuals among the two groups and their reputation ratings.

Beyond the mere adding up of positive or negative scores, it was essential to understand what led members to vouch for their peers’ reputations, since members were not constrained by pre-defined criteria and might have awarded rankings for a broad range of very subjective reasons. Therefore, a qualitative analysis of a random sample of 25,000
feedback comments from the botnet hacker group was undertaken. We chose to focus on this group in order to maximise our limited resources, as coding such a large quantity of comments was time consuming. Each comment was coded to determine whether it reflected a positive or negative judgment on one of the following six dimensions: 1) business relationship; 2) general assessment of someone’s contribution to the community at large; 3) specific assessment of someone’s interaction with the feedback provider; 4) quality of technical skills as evaluated by the rater; 5) humorous, sarcastic or absurd comment on a member’s actions or skills; 6) unreadable or meaningless comments, such as random strings of characters or written in foreign languages.

Results

The ratio of positive to negative feedback for the two communities suggests that, overall, the discussions and interactions on this forum result in overwhelmingly positive outcomes, as seen in Table 2. Positive feedbacks account for 86.3% of interaction outcomes for the botnet community, and 78.1% for the general community. Although members of the latter group seem to be less satisfied, at first glance the community still seems to be highly functional. These numbers might seem high for a group of people who barely

Table 2. Distribution of reputation across general and botnet hacker communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>General hacker community</th>
<th>Botnet hacker community</th>
<th>Whole forum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reputation ratings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>127,936</td>
<td>246,473</td>
<td>374,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>12,543</td>
<td>14,053</td>
<td>26,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>23,309</td>
<td>25,164</td>
<td>48,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>163,788</td>
<td>285,690</td>
<td>449,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall reputation scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>13,933</td>
<td>7,106</td>
<td>21,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>2,188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>5,083</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>6,668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20,768</td>
<td>9,127</td>
<td>29,985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reputation ratings refer to the number of individual feedbacks given members of both communities, while reputation scores describe the performance of individual members.
know each other and who by definition trade in deception, but they are consistent with results from research on other reputation systems, in both legal and illicit settings. For example, the eBay rating system, which has been the subject of numerous empirical studies, has levels of positive feedback that are over 99%.\(^5\) Similarly, members of Silk Road, a drug cryptomarket, gave the highest feedback score (5/5) to 96.5% of their interactions with sellers.\(^6\) Such high levels of positive assessment provide a strong argument in favour of feedback systems, which appear to be effective at creating strong incentives for the self-regulation of behaviour and the subsequent emergence of trust in online communities. The significant difference in positive scores between the general hacker and the botnet hacker communities could thus be explained by the nature of the interactions in those two groups: while discussions in the general hacker community cover a wide range of topics, exchanging knowledge and expressing interests and opinions, including disagreements, the botnet hacker community is much more concerned with trade in botnet tools and the collaborative resolution of specific technical problems. The communities could therefore be inherently different because they appeal to different types of hackers, whose maturity, skills and motivations produce distinct trust ecologies. Alternatively, the variation in the distribution of positive and negative feedbacks could be an artefact of the increased utility of a reputation-rating tool in a market-oriented community whose members have more to lose in case of defection or malfeasance – members of the botnet group have stronger incentives to learn about potential customers and suppliers. We lean toward the second hypothesis, based on data presented in Table 4 showing that botnet hackers use the feedback mechanism twice as much as their generalist peers, but cannot definitively answer the question.

At the individual level, these aggregated ratings produce a global score that summarizes past behaviours and provides a quick assessment of a member’s trustworthiness. As mentioned above, toward the end of our sampling period, the most trusted botnet hacker had accumulated an overall reputation score of 2330 points, while the most erratic member had a negative score of −708 points. The pattern where the botnet hacking community seems to value reputation more than its general counterpart, because more feedbacks of a more positive nature are provided, still holds.

The unequal distribution of reputation

The ratings given general and botnet hackers and the aggregate scores give us some idea about the overall trustworthiness of the community’s members. However, it is crucial to realise that, despite the large number of feedbacks analysed here, the vast majority of comments and ratings were directed toward a small core of very active members. When the distribution of ratings to individual members is measured, a common pattern reflecting a power law or Pareto distribution emerges. A power-law distribution is usually defined as a situation where ‘the probability of measuring a particular value of some quantity varies inversely as a power of that value’.\(^5\) This very common occurrence, which is encountered as often in the natural world as in the social sciences (the unequal accumulation of wealth among a tiny sliver of the world’s population is a typical example), reveals configurations where a small minority of cases is responsible for a large majority of events.

In our research, as shown in Table 3, 5% of general and botnet hackers are the beneficiaries, respectively, of 47% and 37% of feedbacks, while at the other end of the distribution, 50% of our sample accounted for only 8% and 5% of allocated feedbacks. Even if the core 5% in the botnet community attracts a smaller share of feedbacks than its general counterpart, the concentration of reputation ratings among the 20% most
frequently assessed hackers is identical in both groups. In other words, out of a global membership of 250,000, an elite group of about 6,000 individuals (2.4%) were sufficiently active through mentoring, code sharing, selling tools and services, collaborating on projects, etc., to elicit 75% of all reputation scores awarded. In contrast, studies on the eBay feedback system report rating frequencies (the number of times a vendor or customer was rated regarding a transaction) oscillating between 33% and 78% of all transactions, implying a much higher level of engagement. These numbers need to be kept in mind when assessing how effective online reputation systems are in fostering cooperation in illicit settings.

Reputation, scale and time: how trust decays

So far, we have treated the data only as a static source of information about the outcomes of a large number of hacker interactions as reflected in feedbacks provided through an online reputation system. But, since every feedback in our database is time-stamped, we can also chart how ratings vary over time and if such a reputation system is able to scale up easily and maintain high levels of trust between members, despite the community’s size.

Figure 1 shows that the monthly volume of feedbacks provided grew regularly over 27 months for which data is available. Initially the two communities seem to be thriving and able to engage more and more people. However, although the vast majority of feedbacks remain positive, both groups show the same pattern of trust decay, with an increase in the number of ratings awarded by a growing number of members strongly correlated with a slow but inexorable decline in the percentage of positive comments. Over the reference period, the general hacker community’s percentage of positive feedbacks drops from 97.2% to 75.8% (−21.4%), while the botnet community does only slightly better with a drop of 18.7% (from 99.1% to 80.4%). The instability in the distribution of reputation among these two hacker groups over time reflects the growing pains of online hacking communities, something botnet hackers also seem exposed to, despite their superior performance in other facets of the ‘trust game’.

Reputation, hierarchy and specialisation: reporting biases

An online community that is experiencing rapid growth relies to a large extent on a formal hierarchy of administrators and moderators to ensure that rules are enforced and disputes settled. As stated previously, at the time data was collected this forum operated under a
five-tiered pyramidal structure: at the bottom were newcomers, 3pic (epic) members, who were not allowed to participate in the reputation system and therefore don’t appear in our statistics. L33t (shorthand for elite) members were slightly more experienced hackers who could assign positive or negative reputation scores of one. As shown in Table 4, they represented a bit more than 60% of both communities, but contributed less than one-third of feedbacks. One step up were the ub3r members, who reached this status only by invitation from other ub3r or above members and whose rating power was capped at three points (positive or negative) per feedback, with a limit of five feedbacks per day. Ub3r

Figure 1. Evolution of feedbacks provided and the ratio of positive feedbacks. 
(a) General hackers: $R (-0.86^{**})$. (b) Botnet hackers: $R (-0.73^{**})$. **$P < 0.01$
members accounted for more than one-third of membership but posted around 70% of feedbacks in both groups. Finally, a small elite group of staff members and administrators could assign positive and negative scores of up to 5 and 10 points, respectively. Although they represented a tiny fraction of the membership, and less than one percent of feedbacks, their ratings distribution is noteworthy. The ratio of positive to negative evaluations follows a diverging trend in which negative comments play a much more significant role as the posters’ authority increases, especially for administrators, for whom the general pattern is practically reversed: only one-third of their ratings are positive (28.85% for general hackers and 33.78% for botnet hackers), while two-thirds are a negative assessment of community members (respectively 67.98% and 61.64% of general and botnet hackers).

The mere existence of a reputation system does not guarantee spontaneous trust – far from it. As the numbers in Table 4 attest, forum administrators must exert a considerable amount of social control and coercion to maintain the community’s cohesion and weed out members who abuse their peers’ credulity. This shift in the nature of feedbacks provided as status increases also dispels the idea of a horizontal and egalitarian community, reflecting instead members’ evolving priorities and expectations. At the bottom of the hierarchy, l33t members, eager to climb the status ladder that confers certain user privileges, favour positive ratings in the rational expectation that reciprocal feedbacks will boost their overall score. Such an instrumental strategy is then supplanted by the more critical approach of a core group of higher-status altruistic members who place the community’s global performance and harmony above their own scores. By using the rating system primarily to highlight other members’ untrustworthiness and unreliability, staff members and administrators demonstrate the limits of the rating system in fostering widespread self-regulation as well as the persistent need to impose order from above.

A comparison of these two hacker communities also uncovers very different dynamics: botnet interactions seem to elicit almost twice as many feedbacks as exchanges conducted on generalist sub-forums, a ratio that holds across the four status levels and might explain why positive feedbacks are relatively more resilient for the botnet group. The spike in distrust is only half as severe for the botnet community at the ub3r and staff member levels (11.96% and 17.10% vs. 20.50% and 30.47% in the general community),

### Table 4. Feedbacks provided based on status within the forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>L33t</th>
<th>Ub3r</th>
<th>Staff member</th>
<th>Administrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General hackers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total number of individuals</td>
<td>61.51</td>
<td>38.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total number of feedbacks provided</td>
<td>31.14</td>
<td>68.10</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of feedbacks provided</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>35.09</td>
<td>48.90</td>
<td>63.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of positive feedbacks</td>
<td>81.32</td>
<td>76.83</td>
<td>67.59</td>
<td>28.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of negative feedbacks</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>30.47</td>
<td>67.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of neutral feedbacks</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Botnet hackers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total number of individuals</td>
<td>63.15</td>
<td>36.56</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total number of feedbacks provided</td>
<td>27.26</td>
<td>71.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of feedbacks provided</td>
<td>13.93</td>
<td>63.32</td>
<td>102.86</td>
<td>131.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of positive feedbacks</td>
<td>86.41</td>
<td>86.41</td>
<td>80.20</td>
<td>33.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of negative feedbacks</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>61.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of neutral feedbacks</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and returns to the pattern observed in the general hacker community at the administrator level. This notable difference might indicate that the propensity to rate interactions more frequently and to share assessments more readily allows members of the botnet community to better identify and deter untrustworthy peers, up to a point.

**The meaning of trust**

No research on licit or illicit reputation systems has to our knowledge made use of qualitative analysis to complement the more classical statistical analysis, which typically tries to understand how feedback points are assigned based on the frequency of activities, such as sales or posts, nature of activity, status level, experience or social network of participants. In order to understand why positive or negative feedbacks were assigned, we chose a different approach and relied instead on the one-sentence comment provided with each rating, which provide context and motivation for each assessment. Making sense of and coding each comment is a time-consuming activity that cannot be outsourced or even crowdsourced. A dense technical jargon, the lingo of hackers, known as ‘l33t speak’ because numbers are substituted for certain letters, makes it difficult for the uninitiated to understand the meaning of short sentences without additional context. We randomly extracted from our database a more manageable but still sizeable sample of 25,000 comments from the botnet community, which we manually coded. We quickly identified six major types of comments that represent the justification for a positive or negative evaluation.

The first category refers to the outcomes of business relationships, where tools or services were traded, and reflects the instrumental dimension of these exchanges: was the quality of the product as advertised and was the transaction conducted to the satisfaction of both parties? Under the second category of comments, participants rate their peers on the general contribution they make to the community, such as providing free tutorials or demonstrating a willingness to share knowledge with new members. Members who post low-quality content, repeatedly ignore the rules, try to infect or steal from their peers, or exhibit an arrogant or abusive attitude are frowned upon. In the third category of comments, we find assessments that result from more specific encounters between two members but exclude business exchanges. Very often, these comments relate to the helpfulness, maturity and ego of hackers when they engage in one-to-one discussions. This category contains the largest share of reciprocal feedbacks. A fourth category addresses the perceived technical expertise of community members: some are lauded for their assistance in setting up botnets or generously providing various pieces of malicious code, while others are chastised for lying about their technical skills or trying to hack into systems. Beyond business, social and technical feedbacks, a fifth category of comments provided a different perspective on members’ interactions, highlighting the central role played by humour and sarcasm in this community, including a significant number of homophobic and misogynist references. Finally, one last category contains unreadable strings of characters or URLs referring to webpages or images that we were unable to access and therefore interpret. Table 5 provides verbatim examples for each of the six categories extracted from our database.

Analysing the distribution of comments across the six categories provides a more nuanced perspective on the dynamics motivating the assignment of positive, neutral and negative feedbacks in this hacker community, as can be seen in Table 6. Contrary to what was expected, business interactions did not play the most frequent role in establishing or undermining the reputation of botnet hackers. Social and mentoring skills were more
highly valued, while their negative expression, such as being disrespectful, disregarding the tacit values of the community, or contributing low quality contents, accounted for more than 43% of negative feedbacks when general and individualised comments are combined. This finding confirms Holt and Lampke’s observation that, in stolen data markets, the general attitude of sellers, not just the quality of their products, has a large effect on how they are seen by potential customers. Given such a technically oriented group of offenders, one would expect technical skills to make a major contribution to
reputations, but they explain only a little more than 20% of positive feedbacks and a mere 4% of negative ratings. Instead, and counter-intuitively for a community that appears to be so dependent on a reputation system to foster trust, sarcastic and humorous comments account for the largest share of feedbacks, 29.65% and 36.74% respectively of positive and negative ratings. They played a more modest role (10.77%) only in neutral feedbacks. Why would participants in an online forum dedicated to illegal activities apparently choose to undermine the effectiveness of the only trust-building tool at their disposal by filling their feedbacks with apparently useless comments?

Two alternative hypotheses can be offered at this stage. On the first, this liberal use of humour, sarcasm and invective is an expressive feature of the hacking community (which, in this subset, was predominantly male and juvenile), where reliable assessments about someone’s trustworthiness are wrapped in multiple layers of inside jokes that make little sense to the outside world. Using a reputation-management tool developed for more mainstream uses may then create problems, as the large proportion of decontextualised comments deprives the community of valuable information on users’ behaviour. The second hypothesis explains the intensive use of sarcasm differently, ascribing it a more transgressive function, in line with Coleman’s depiction of tricksterism in the case of Anonymous. Here, the ‘lulz’, which Coleman defines as ‘laughter at someone else’s expense’, is not merely a practice designed to make reputation systems more palatable to hackers but instead becomes a subversive tool whose main objective is to undermine such systems’ utility by saturating them with meaningless, sarcastic or absurd comments. When things become too serious, instrumental or efficient, the lulz is summoned to restore the balance of a hacking culture that thrives on a healthy dose of chaos and mischief. In other words, the sacrosanct status of subversive behaviours in hacker communities trumps any effort to make interactions between members of these communities more orderly and predictable. These two hypotheses have significant implications for researchers, whose inferences about trust among online offenders will need to be more clearly supported in the future.

### Discussion and conclusion

In her seminal review of the multiple functions, motivations and dimensions of trust, Barbara Misztal reminds us of ‘the unimpressive record on the part of the social sciences in grasping its essence […] without a great deal of effort being devoted to its conceptualization’ or to its measurement. Very modestly, we hope to have contributed in this article to an expanded understanding of the role trust and reputation play in online
offending and to have made more salient the considerable challenges faced by aspiring cybercriminals when searching for suitable co-offenders. We believe that a lot more empirical and conceptual work needs to be done to fully understand the social mechanisms at play, but the results presented in this article provide preliminary insights into three dimensions of online offenders’ social interactions. First, they provide an overview of the distribution of trust in the world’s largest known hacker community at general and individual levels. As expected, the data suggests that not all forum participants are considered to be equally trustworthy according to quantitative and qualitative assessments by their peers, but the scale of the imbalance was unexpected for a community so attached to the egalitarian principle. Despite the huge number of registered members and the availability of an easy-to-use and transparent reputation system, familiar to most internet users, only a tiny fraction of the forum membership (2.4%) participates in the vast majority (75%) of ‘trust exchanges’. These more active members anchor the whole community, creating an environment in which almost 80% of recorded interactions result in satisfying outcomes, but they seem unable to engage the legions of lurkers, whose passivity dilutes the forum’s usefulness. More specialised sub-communities, such as botnet hackers, seem able to nurture higher levels of trust, mainly because they also prompt higher levels of participation through more systematic ratings of peer trustworthiness. In that sense, from a cooperation perspective, specialist communities seem to enjoy a comparative advantage over generalist offender groups. One limit of this research is that it focuses on a large forum that is accessible to all. It therefore attracts mainly beginners, known as newbies or ‘noobs’, or hackers with mid-level skills, who might assess and allocate trust differently than their more experienced, profit-driven and successful peers. This latter group limits their trade to the more rarefied world of invitation-only forums, from which law enforcement investigators, security analysts, journalists and unqualified participants are excluded. One can see that many of the trust challenges identified in the literature and in this article would be less for members of the more restricted group. It thus seems urgent to expand the research on trust in online offending settings to include the more exclusive forums where high-level transactions are conducted.

Although it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of the reputation system implemented by this particular forum based solely on publicly available data, we can still draw three main conclusions from the results presented above. First, availability alone is not sufficient to encourage widespread adoption and routine use of such a system, even in an environment where the probabilities of malfeasance, mistakes or failures are high. The reliability of a reputation system rests on the quality and quantity of information it makes available, but if a significant proportion of the community refuses or fails to share feedbacks about past transactions, its utility is severely curtailed and its relevance decreases accordingly. Second, the imbalance created by the limited use of the reputation system amplifies reporting biases and the hierarchical positioning of raters significantly influences their assessments. The propensity to report positive outcomes is 2.81 times greater among generalist beginners (L33t hackers) than among forum administrators. As well, beginners did not report a single negative outcome, in contrast with administrators, where negative feedbacks account for 67.98% of their responses. The situation is very similar for botnet hackers. This major distortion might be attributed to fear of retaliation or ostracism among low- and mid-level members, or perhaps to the wilful blindness of ‘newbies’ still enthralled by the hacker mystique. In any case, the structural reporting biases identified on this forum suggest that reputation systems may be overrated as trust-building mechanisms that can be used by illicit communities. Finally, reputation systems do not seem able to protect against trust decay, caused in this case by the rapid
expansion of the community and a sharp increase in the number of submitted ratings. In other words, and by contrast with what has been observed for online commerce platforms, reputation systems do not appear to make illicit communities more scalable and stable: the greater the number of feedbacks, the lower the number of positive outcomes reported and, by extension, the more fragile the trust between members.

Finally, for obvious methodological reasons outlined above, very few studies of online trust have considered the explicit motives behind a rater’s positive or negative assessment. The qualitative analysis of a large number of sometimes poorly worded feedbacks is time consuming and introduces a level of complexity and ambiguity that makes modelling trust dynamics less compelling than when relying only on raw scores. We believe, however, that this approach is absolutely necessary to fully grasp the multi-layered dimensions of reputation and trust. A diverse set of behaviours, skills and attitudes trigger assessments of trustworthiness and enable or hinder cooperative endeavours. The comments extracted from this forum, which are very different from those found in market-oriented reputation systems, reveal a paradoxical situation in which the most frequently invoked reasons justifying peers’ trustworthiness (or lack thereof) are grounded in humour and sarcasm, introducing high levels of uncertainty about the seriousness and reliability of the information provided. Roughly one-third of the comments accompanying numerical scores were questionable, non-sensical or based on seemingly trivial considerations. To a large extent they reflect the distinctive cultural premium hacker communities give to transgressive and subversive behaviours that produce laughter (the lulz). In this context, playfulness and helpfulness seem to trump ‘craft(y)ness’ and effectiveness, considerably reducing the value of the reported reputations and the subsequent capacity of reputation systems to communicate trustworthiness. These responses also suggest that malicious hacking and online fraud should not be framed exclusively as market crimes driven by economic incentives and neoliberal ethics. Researchers need to acknowledge the distinct (and sometimes contradictory) values embedded in these communities and the unique ecology of trust they shape, which in turn sustains illicit computer-mediated cooperative practices. We are aware that the qualitative analysis provided here remains superficial, and that more insights could be gained from a more systematic discussion of the feedbacks provided to participants with very high and very low reputation scores, in order to better grasp the cumulative nature of trustworthiness and how one manages peer interactions over time to achieve high levels of recognition. A more granular understanding of the negative feedbacks received by the most despised contributors, and of the impact these negative ratings have on participants’ careers, would also be welcome. Clearly, more work needs to be done at these opposing ends of the trust-mistrust continuum.

We do not consider how our findings might support law enforcement activities or the disruptive strategies deployed by private security companies. Others have already suggested so-called ‘trust attacks’ to manipulate reputation systems, either by creating fake trustworthy identities that are then used to initiate fraudulent transactions (the Sybil attack) or by eradicating the high reputation scores of trusted participants through false defamation (the slander attack). We can say, however, that the scale-free distribution of trust observed in this forum implies that it will be very resilient to the random loss of nodes (probably up to 80% in this case). Because such a large number of forum members contribute so little to the trust ecology (and, we assume by extension, to the hacking activities collectively undertaken as a result), their removal from the community through arrests and convictions is unlikely to affect the network’s performance. Conversely, these networks are extremely vulnerable to selective attacks that target nodes that play a central role in maintaining the community’s trust and connectivity. Police operations based on opportunistic leads are unlikely to cripple
online offender communities that follow a similar pattern, while their chances of success are presumably much higher if they manage to focus on the 20% of individuals who account for 75% of trust exchanges. This finding might also explain why the most successful hackers shroud their activities in the secrecy of invitation-only forums, where strict vetting procedures are enforced before access is granted: open forums certainly provide them with more business and collaborative opportunities, but their transparent reputation systems also expose members who create the highest added value to the scrutiny of law enforcement investigators and intelligence analysts.

As a concluding comment, we would like to briefly reflect on the potential of ‘computational’ or ‘Big Data’ social science, as well as its hazards, for the study of online offending. While our sample is rather modest in size compared to projects that use millions, or even billions, of data points, it still provides unusually rich quantitative and qualitative information on the structure and operations of illicit underground communities. The collection, extraction, coding and analysis of data require basic data-mining skills that are not yet routinely found in social science departments. However, once they become accessible, they open up fascinating new opportunities to answer research questions that were out of reach for our predecessors. The problem is that the seduction exercised by such large datasets and powerful tools can become intoxicating and obfuscate methodological challenges, as well as produce misleading inferences when analyses are not conducted with the required level of care.

For example, it would not have been farfetched for us to conclude that this malicious hacker community was relatively successful in harnessing the power of a basic reputation system in order to overcome the classical trust dilemma, even if scalability and stability over time remained of some concern. Indeed, had we not elected to complement our initial quantitative assessment with a qualitative analysis of raters’ explicit motives, we would have missed what we believe is a significant insight that allows us to better understand the tension between organisational effectiveness, embodied by mainstream reputation mechanisms, and the cultural values of underground communities that resist the adoption of such utilitarian technologies. In other words, data mining would have been useless – counterproductive even – without a healthy dose of data meaning.
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